
1. A student of senior, sub-senior, junior group can take part in two
individual competitions, two group competitions and any number of open
competitions.

2 (i) There will be no provisions of prizes for less than 05 participants in
an event.

(ii) There will be 01 winner prize for 10 participants, 02 winners prize for
10-20 participants and 03 winner prizes for more than 20 participants.

3 A student can take part in either English or Hindi Competitions related
to Debate, Speech, creative writing, artistic writing and poetry
recitation/writing.

4 Topic/Theme for Hindi and English debate, speech, art & painting.
Poster making will be announced a week before the scheduled
competition.

5 Drawing sheets and writing papers will be provided by the school for
the respective competitions and the students should arrange other
required materials.

6. Selection of song for Group song should be Motivational, Devotional

patriotic or as per theme.

7 Selection of songs for Group Dance competitions should be Devotional
or folk-based and if it is western it should be decent and presentable.

8 Collection of names, selection of students and practice will be done as
per time allotted for the same.
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9. All students are advised to take part in all open house competitions
and screening rounds of other competitions.

10. The details related to the competitions will be informed to the
students by their concerned House In-charges.

11. As per requirement of school, programs can be prepone or
postponed.

12. All House masters/Associate House Masters are responsible and
accountable for selection and registration of the name of participants of
their respective houses.

13. All competitions the judges’ decision will be accepted unanimously.

PRINCIPAL
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All participants HM/AHM are expected to cooperate for the smooth
organization of CCA competitions session 2024-2025.


